Eco-positive, chilling
management solutions
for the global food and
beverage market.

The cold,
hard truth.
When you need an in-house ice-making
solution, you want it to be heavy-duty,
well-designed, and cost-effective with
all the right features for your application.
We have that and more.
Berg Chilling Systems custom engineered
Shell Ice Makers are solid and energyefficient, and have become the industrial
ice making machines of choice across a
wide range of industries, from fisheries and
agriculture to food processing and bakeries
to concrete manufacturers and chemical
processing.

MORE THAN 40 YEARS OF INNOVATION AND DEPENDABILITY.

Engineering cold is the big idea.
Berg Shell Ice Makers produce 5 to 15 tons of fragmented ice per day.
The thickness can be set to best suit your use, from 1/8 inch to 5/8 inch.
And the unique shape of the Berg Ice Maker’s shell ice makes it superior
to—and longer lasting than—other forms of ice.

Freezing out the competition.
With fewer moving parts and better engineering, rugged and reliable Berg
Ice Makers do an exceptional job for a longer time, with less maintenance
and a lower cost of ownership. Their quality and ice-making capacity are
guaranteed.

Custom Ice Manufacturing Systems.

Custom
cold
solutions.
High-quality Berg Shell Ice
Makers are custom
designed, manufactured
and tested at our facility to
conform to your exacting
standards, particular needs
and specific operating

Engineered Solutions: our design difference.

conditions, so you have the

For more than 40 years, Berg has provided industrial process temperature
control solutions to achieve proper food processing temperatures and
maintain the cold chain. We can provide complete industrial ice manufacturing solutions from ice handling and storage systems to ice plants designed
and built to suit your requirements.

precise solution you need.
Then they're factory
skid-mounted for ease of
transport, installation and
maintenance.

Industries Served:
• Fisheries
• Bakeries
• Poultry and meat processing
• Agriculture/farming
• Concrete manufacturing
• Chemical processing
• Other custom liquid processes

Delivering superior value through factory-tested, on-time and pre-packaged
solutions from a well-equipped North American manufacturing facility.

Interested
in learning
more about
the Berg
Shell Ice
Maker?
Visit us at
berg-group.com/ice
to see a demonstration
video.

